
For a limited time, NABE is oꢀering a substantial discount to school 
districts who would like to provide their staꢀ with 

Dual Language BADGES 1- 4 of the NABE Digital Badge Series

NABE is the ONLY association at this time that stands behind a recognized Dual Language credential, providing it 
with an unparalleled status. Whether your program is in its planning stage or early years, is an established strand or 
program, or simply needs a refresher to build capacity, NABE’s digital badges help lay the foundation with best 
practices and research that will support administrators and teachers.

District Discount - Bundle and Save!
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See what your colleagues are saying about NABE ’sDual Language Professional Development Program

“As the Dual Language Coordinator of one of Chicago’s 
largest public schools, these modules were the missing 
piece to our DLE program we have been implementing. 
The breakdown of the modules and their content were 
perfect!”
~ Maria Rivera, Chicago Public Schools

We all know that teacher recruitment for dual language 
programs is one of the most difficult barriers to a 
successful program...this whole module contained very 
useful information and ideas in how to recruit qualified 
dual language educators.
~ Laura Pantin, Broward County Public Schools

SAVE $50 PER BADGE WHEN YOU BUNDLE 
BADGES 1ꢁ 4 OF THE 

NABE DIGITAL BADGES SERIES

District Bundle pricing is only available 
until November 30th, 2020 

(This offer is limited to school districts ONLY)

NABE Digital Badge price per Badge: 
$149  >>> NOW $99

Total price for Badges 1- 4: 
$596 >>> NOW ONLY $396

THAT'S A SAVINGS OF $200 PER STAFF MEMBER!

BUNDLE PRICING 
FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS

To register go to nabe.readylxp.com

These modules can be completed independently, facilitated by the school leader in a group setting with 
Instructional Leaders or administrators, or they can be facilitated by NABE as a professional development 
course for an entire faculty.  Additional learning pathways that meet the professional needs of your school or 
district can also be developed by contacting NABE at nabe.pd@nabe.org



Objective: Identify the three core goals 
of a dual language program: bilingualism 
and biliteracy, academic proficiency in 
both program languages, and 
socio-cultural competency and how to 
align your program to meet these goals. 

Module 1: Understanding Three Core 
Goals of Dual Language Programs
Module 2: Promoting the Core Goal 
of Bilingualism and Biliteracy
Module 3: Promoting the Core Goal 
of Socio-Cultural Competence

Objective: Design an effective and 
sustainable two-way immersion Dual 
Language program by focusing on best 
practices for recruitment and delving into 
research that ensures linguistic equity 
through scheduling and schoolwide 
language policies.

Module 1: Scheduling that Ensures 
Linguistic Equity
Module 2: Recruiting: Ensuring Staff 
Quality 
Module 3: Building Schoolwide 
Language Policies

Badge 2: Program Design: Ensuring Fidelity to the Program

Objective: Examine the ways in which 
instruction in a dual language program 
addresses the goals of bilingualism, 
biliteracy, and sociocultural competence 
through academics and language.

Module 1: Instructional Practices that 
are Student-Centered and Equitable
Module 2: Integrating Technology to 
Deepen and Enhance Learning
Module 3: Assessment Practices to 
Support Program Goals 

Objective: Understand what elements 
and practices need to be in place in a 
dual language program in order to 
provide an environment that encourages 
cross-linguistic awareness and ensures 
academic achievement in two languages.

Module 1: Selecting High Quality, 
Standards-Based Curriculum
Module 2: Teaching for Biliteracy: 
Effective Instructional Strategies
Module 3: Fostering Cross-linguistic 
Connections

Badge 4:  The Goal of Biliteracy
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NABE  DUAL  LANGUAGE  PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT  PROGRAM  DIGITAL  BADGES

NABE has defined competencies that Dual Language Immersion teachers and administrators 
need in order to be successful in the implementation of the program. Each module is a targeted 
module of professional learning, created by experts in the field and follows a strategic 
microcredential pathway. Modules are meant to specifically address the needs of educators and 
ensure the academic and social success of English Learners.

How does NABE’s digital badge differ from traditional professional development?

nabe.pd@nabe.org | T: 225 209 0224
Contact us today for a virtual demo
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